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01. It's Alright, Don't Take It Personal, I'm Just Trying To Do My Job 02. Mona
Lisa, Mona Lisa 03. Daddy Knows Best 04. Baby I Don't Need You 05.

Anaconda 06. Unsubscribe AOA XOA - Funniest Day (Korean Version) 01. Let's
Go Take A Ride (Korean Version) 02. Fool In Love 03. KABUTO (Korean

Version) 04. I Don't Care (Korean Version) 05. My Love (Korean Version) 06.
Bank (Korean Version) 07. Â  AOA XOA - Funniest Day (Korean Version) is the
second compilation album by South Korean girl group AOA. It was released on

April 26, 2013 by SM Entertainment. The album contains 10 songs and a
bonus track, "I'm A Needle" (Korean version of "Baby It's You"). AOA XOA -
Funniest Day (Korean Version) is the second compilation album by South

Korean girl group AOA. It was released on April 26, 2013 by SM Entertainment.
The album contains 10 songs and a bonus track, "I'm A Needle" (Korean

version of "Baby It's You"). In the North Korean version, the songs have been
translated to Korean. "Let's Go Take A Ride (Korean Version)" was also

released as a single, in February 2013, by SM Entertainment. AOA XOA -
Funniest Day (Korean Version) is the second compilation album by South

Korean girl group AOA. It was released on April 26, 2013 by SM Entertainment.
The album contains 10 songs and a bonus track, "I'm A Needle" (Korean

version of "Baby It's You"). In the North Korean version, the songs have been
translated to Korean. "Let's Go Take A Ride (Korean Version)" was also

released as a single, in February 2013, by SM Entertainment. Yes, that is
correct. I feel bad for bringing it up, but it is part of a quote you made. In case
you were wondering about the statement you made about it being "no longer
a safe place", this was the line I was referring to. â€œAs an addition, I want to

say that this forum has been a 6d1f23a050
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